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Overview
12 Free Trade Agreements
44 countries

Figure 1: A general overview
Surface

1,972,550 km2
Legal System

Civil law

Mexico-Central America; Perú; Japan;
Uruguay; European Union; Mexico –
Northern Triangle; Israel; EU; Chile;
Nicaragua; Bolivia; Costa Rica; Colombia;
NAFTA

Principal source of incomes:
Automotive Industry
GDP per capita

Government

US$15,113.927

Federal Republic

(31 States and 1 Federal District)

Throughout history, the mining sector
has been of great importance to
Mexico’s economy. In recent years,
the price of precious metal has risen
substantially with investors channelling
funds into gold, silver and copper as a
result of the ongoing global financial
crisis. Mining countries like Mexico are
now seeing the upside.

In addition to contributing to public
finances and the country’s economic
stability, mining activities in Mexico
create significant job opportunities
in the communities where projects
are established. It also leads to rapid
infrastructure development that tends
to increase the quality of life in such
communities.

According to data provided by Mexico’s
Mining Chamber (CAMIMEX), in 2010
the mining sector contributed 31
billion Mexican pesos in taxes to the
Mexican Government. This represented
an increase of 48 per cent compared to
2009. Currently, Mexico has a surplus in
the metallurgic-mining trade balance1 of
US$ 7.83 billion. Between 2010 and 2011
the sector’s surplus grew a whopping
53.6 per cent and represents now a full
4.9 per cent of the nation’s GDP and
is the fourth largest source of income
behind automotive exporting, electronic
manufacturing and oil-related activities.

According to data provided by
CAMIMEX, investment into Mexican
mining over the period 2007–2012 is
expected to reach US$ 21 billion;
a historical record for the national
mining industry. For the same period,
this sector had generated almost
US$ 17 billion for the national economy;
with soaring investments, revenue is
expected to keep growing in the coming
years. Mexico is ranked by the Metals
Economics Group (“MEG”) as the world’s
fourth favourite destination in mining
related Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
Principally, these investments are
directed towards:

1

(USD$64,948 billion)

2

Hydrocarbon Sector

3

Remittances

4

Mining Sector

5

Tourism Sector

(USD$41,682 billion)
(USD$21,271 billion)
(USD$15,474 billion)

(USD$11,872 billion)

i) exploration projects; ii) new projects;
iii) enhancement of operations;
iv) training; v) environmental
programmes; and vi) social
responsibility in communities2.
In 2011, according to the “Ranking
of Countries for Mining Investment”
by BEHRE DOLBEAR, Mexico ranks
fifth in the world for the lowest risks
in mining FDI. Regarding free-market
conditions, the country ranks fourth
behind Australia, Canada and Chile,
and sixth in terms of political support
for investment.
According to the same report, Mexico is
ranked second in the world in terms of
lack of delays (meaning the timeframe
necessary to obtain permits and in the
degree of environmental intervention
by NGOs). Most notably, the country
is ranked first in tax regime advantages
and fifth in terms of political stability.
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Figure 2: Mexico Mining Investments3
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The current situation

This amount can be broken as follows:

The diversity and abundance of
minerals in Mexico constitutes one of
the sources of major wealth, along with
oil & gas. Mineral deposits can be found
in 26 of the 32 Mexican states.

a) Precious Metals (such as gold
and silver): $57,674,590.00;
(£2,845,208.58)
b) Non-ferrous Metals (such as cadmium
and copper): $40,514,010.00;
(£1,998,641.15)
c) Iron and Steel Minerals and Metals
(such as manganese): $19,334,554.00;
(£953,814.13)
d) Non-Metallic Minerals (such as
sulphur, fluorite, salt): $10,839,912.00;
(£534,755.61)

According to data provided by Mexico’s
National Institute of Statistics and
Geography, the total value of mining
production in 2010 amounted to
$128,363,065.00 Mexican Pesos
(£6,332,419.42 approximately).

According to CAMIMEX “Annual Inform
2011”, Mexico sits within the top ten
countries in worldwide production of
the minerals shown in Figure 3.
Because of this, foreign investment
to increase production is pouring into
the market. Recent examples have
included the Newmont Mining Corp

which operates La Herradura Mine in
the State of Sonora and New Gold of
Canada, operating out of Cerro San
Pedro in San Luis Potosí.
Goldcorp Canada, the country’s leading
gold producer, operates out of Luismin
(Durango), El Sauzal (Chihuahua),
Los Filos (Guerrero) and Peñasquito
(Zacatecas). Currently, the company has
7,000 employees in Mexico and plans to
invest almost US$ 72 million in coming
years. Mines like Camino Rojo and
Noche Buena are being considered.
Another Canadian company, Agnico
Eagle, has seen great success and
profit in Mexico. Sharing the area of
Ocampo in Chihuahua with some other
40 mining companies from around
the world, Agnico Eagle plans to invest
further in Mexico due to the country’s
stable business climate.

Mexico’s principal mining
companies are as follows:
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Frisco
Minas de Bacis
Materias Primas
Autlán
Fresnillo
Las Encinas
Grupo Acerero del Norte
Peñoles

Figure 3: Mexico’s Production4

There are also a number of privatelyowned Mexican mining companies
participating actively in this sector,
such as: i) Grupo Mexico which is one
of the top five copper producers in the
world and has a majority share in the
Southern Copper Corporation (“Southern
Copper”) and Asarco LLC (“Asarco”); and
ii) Industrias Peñoles, S.A. de C.V., which
is one of the world’s largest producers of
silver, sodium sulphate, etc.
There are currently 738 exploration
projects – including some under
construction – in the country; a
fact adding to the plethora of
reasons why Mexico is in the
FDI international spotlight.

1

Silver

2

Fluorite

3

Bismuth, Celestite and Sodium Sulfate

4

Wollastonite

5

Lead, Molybdenum and Diatomite

6

Cadmium

7

Graphite, Baryte, Salt and Gypsum

8

Manganese and Zinc

Currently, there are 286 mining
companies with foreign capital
operating in Mexico. The following
are some of the most important
foreign companies established
in the country’s mining locations:
Pan American Silver (Canada)
New Gold (Canada)
Farallon Resources (Canada)
Agnico Eagle (Canada)
Kings Minerals (Canada)
Frontera Copper (Canada)
Arcelor Mittal (India)
Minco PLC (United Kingdom)
Teck Cominco (Canada)
Alamos Gold (Canada)
Gammon Lake (Canada)
Constellation (United States)
Hecla Mining (United States)
Silver Eagle (Canada)
Goldcorp (Canada)

Mexico’s qualified working population
also accounts for this success. New
trends show that modernisation of
production processes, combined
with more demanding environmental
obligations (set both by national and
global legislation) result in Mexican
workers that are just as qualified as any
other labour force in the world. The need
to standardise practices in Canada,
Mexico, Chile and Finland, for example,
was evident. Companies like Agnico
Eagle and Goldcorp which employ
locally-engaged staff have found that
Mexican workers more than meet their
requirements and standards.
The mining sector was employing over
280,000 people by the end of 2010.
According to ProMexico (The Mexican
Government’s trade and investment
promotion body5), it is also estimated
that the mining sector is responsible
for more than 1.5 million indirect jobs.
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Mining life cycle
Figure 4: Mining Life Cycle
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The life cycle of a mine is mainly
comprised of six stages: a) Exploration;
b) Detailed Research of the Site,
Mine Design and Planning; c) Mine
Construction; d) Operation
or Exploitation; e) Benefit; and
f) Closure/Clean-up process.
Exploration
Comprises all necessary work aimed
at identifying and determining the
shape, size and value of mineral
deposits, such as prospecting, sampling,
mapping, diamond drilling and other
works related to the search of mineral
deposits.
Mine Design
Once the respective technical
information is assessed, investors will
determine the plan to be followed for
the design and exploitation of the mine.

Mine
Construction

Mine Construction

Closure/Clean-up process

The build of all necessary infrastructure
that will allow investors the most
productive exploitation of the mine,
analysing precisely where the mine
should be located within the mineral
reserves and how large and complex
the construction should be.

Closure activities mainly comprise
of the removal of equipment, the
dismantling of facilities and safe
closure of all mine works; once closure
is finalised, the rehabilitation phase
is started with the restoration of the
mine location, which includes the
re-vegetation and the execution of
environmental testing.

Exploitation
Preparation related to mine exploitation,
as well as drilling works.
Benefit
The execution of activities related to the
smelt and refining of mineral deposits.

At all stages, Mexican law requires
mining companies to obtain permits,
follow procedures and guidelines and
comply with regulations; health &
safety; communities’ involvement and
environmental preservation being the
main focus of these permits. Although
relatively easy to obtain compared
to other high growth markets, the
requirements for permits must be
met to ensure the investment is safe
and implemented in an effective and
responsible way.
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Legal framework
Figure 5: Mexican Mining Sector

BASIC RULE:

• Mexican
Constitution

SPECIFIC RULE:

• Mining Law and
its regulations

AUXILIARY RULES:

• Foreign Investment Law
and its Regulations
• General Ecological Balance
and Environmental Protection
Law and its regulations
• General Law for the Prevention
and Integral Management of Residues
• General Law for Sustainable Forest Development
• Law of Federal Rights
• Federal Governmental Fees Law, etc.

ADMINISTRATIVE
REGULATIONS:

• Mexican ofﬁcial standards
• Secondary standards

The requirements for the mining sector
under Mexican law can be classified into
four different categories, according to
the hierarchy of the legal codes in which
they are specified. The four categories
involve federal and local laws as well
as administrative guidelines; the latter
including handbooks, operational rules
and standards. This section and Figure
5 explain the principles included in each
category for a better understanding of
what a mining company will be subject
to, while investing in the Mexican
mining sector.

1 Mexican Constitution:
“the Basic Rule”

2 Mining Law and its Regulations:
“a Specific Rule”.

The Mexican Constitution supersedes
all other laws; the Mexican Magna
Carta. Article 27 establishes national
ownership over “all mineral deposits
which are different to the materials
composing the lands in which they are
located” (i.e. anything worth mining).

Besides the Mexican Constitution, the
nation’s law system is comprised of
specific written law-codes that establish
rights and duties over a particular
topic. The Mining Law Code is such a
document. It establishes the guidelines
for the grant, use, cancellation and
expiration of mining concessions.

In other words, exploitation and the use
of mining natural resources may only be
done through a concession granted by
the Federal government to individuals
and companies registered solely under
Mexican law. Any company looking to
carry out mining activities in Mexico
must register a Mexican or foreignowned company in the country.

Mining concessions are given to a
company or individual for a term of
50 years with the option of extending
for a similar period. Additionally they
may only be granted to i) Mexican
Nationals; ii) ejido land5; iii) small
agricultural communities; and iv)
companies. In the case of the latter,
they must be domiciled in Mexico and
must be defined specifically as mining
companies when initially registered
(i.e. to have the legal capacity for
exploration and exploitation of minerals
or substances).
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Notwithstanding, the following are only
exploitable by the Federal Government:
(i) hydrocarbons; (ii) radioactive
minerals; (iii) substances dissolve in
underground waters; (iv) any product
derived from the decomposition of
rocks, which exploitation is carried
out through works on the surface; and
(v) salt coming from a basin that does
not reach the sea.
The ruling body to authorize
concessions for exploration and
exploitation is the “Dirección General de
Minas” (www.economia-dgm.gob.mx). It
is worth noting that although (almost)
anyone can apply for a concession,
ownership of the land around the area
where the mining resource is based is
not transferred automatically.

Some companies will choose to strike
an agreement with the landowner
(usually including some sort of fee
or payment) in order to make use of
the surrounding area for transport
and infrastructure building. It is not
uncommon for bigger companies to buy
the plot altogether.
3 Auxiliary Rules
These are mainly comprised of those
laws which are necessary for the
execution of mining projects. In this
regard, we can find diverse items related
to foreign investment, governmental
fees and environmental issues.
In this category we find, for example,
the Foreign Investment Law code which
allows the participation of foreigners
in mining activities with exception of
those minerals reserved for the Nation
(i.e. radioactive minerals);

4 Administrative Regulations
Refers to permits and operational
guidelines; average time for most
permits oscillates between 6 and
12 months.
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Social responsibility in
the Mining industry6
Figure 6: Social Responsibility
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The concept of Social Responsibility
constitutes an important aspect in the
development of the mining industry in
Mexico and should be on the priority
list of any company looking to invest
in the country. Social Responsibility
– in this particular sector – translates
to “added value” and relates generally
to sustainable practices. Social
Responsibility practices are reflected in
the following areas:
To give an example, MINERA GRUPO
MEXICO has developed 4,300 jobs since
the recovery of Buenavista del Cobre
(former Cananea) mine, located in
Sonora. MINERA CORNER BAY (a Pan
American Silver subsidiary) supports the
communities around the Alamo Dorado
mine with drought-mitigation activities
like the construction of dams, the
rehabilitation of the water system and
drilling water wells. These communities

Environment

also require support during the rainy
season, when CORNER BAY helps
by providing machinery to assist in
cleaning or ploughing the land and
sowing seeds.
Likewise, FRESNILLO’s Health,
Security, Environment and
Community Relationships Service,
has implemented diverse sustainability
policies. The aforementioned Service
reported, in 2010, an investment
of US$ 1.2 million in training and
professional development programs;
US$ 6 million in infrastructure
and health and security efforts;
US$ 2.6 million in environmental
projects and the decrease of 20 per
cent of fresh water consumption, in
all of its units; and US$ 6.1 million
in programmes for community
development.

Another great achievement of
FRESNILLO (the first Mexican company
to be listed in the London’s Stock
Market) is the creation of its own
Technical Studies Centre. This Centre
imparts a technical degree in “Mining
Equipment Operation”.
Foreign companies like New Gold
Canada have reaped the benefits
of giving something back to the
communities they work in. In 2008,
New Gold “reforested 52 hectares, and
set up a nursery for over 74,000 native
plants that will be used in reforestation
projects currently underway” says an
article of ProMexico.
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Figure 7: Social Responsibility Categories

Quality of Life

Corporate Ethics

Responsible
Marketing

Linkage to the
community

Security, Health and
Environment

Labour regulations and
personnel policies and
procedures

Respect for human
rights

Excellent quality in
production

Analysis of the social
environment

Continue analysis of
environmental impact

Balance between work
and family

Corporate Governance

Consumers’ health and
safety

Programmes and
budgets for social
development

Definition of significant
impacts

Programmes and
budgets for training

Business Ethics

Respect of the
contractual conditions

Guidelines for social
development

Definition of health and
safety risks

Analysis of
organisational
environment

Avoiding conflict of
interests

Respectful Promotion

Citizen collaboration
networks

Policies and standards
of risk prevention

Gender Equality

Rejection of
corruption

Truthful advertising

Statistics and reports on
corporate citizenship

Risk prevention culture

It’s important for any company
to identify the principal social
responsibility policies they could
target as corporate policy and strategy.
Projects falling under these criteria
will comply with legal requirements
asked of mining companies and
(in some cases) entitle the company
to additional benefits or incentives.

Today, 63 mining operations have a
“clean industry” certificate (given by
the Federal Government for outstanding
development of sustainable practices),
while 29 are underway towards getting
one. In 2011, 18 companies received the
highly-valued “Empresa Socialmente
Responsable” or Socially Responsible
Enterprise distinction, given in the
country for outstanding corporate
practice and ethics in different social
welfare and humanistic areas.

The main criteria followed by mining
companies in Mexico when developing
Social Responsibility projects with their
workers and in the community they
settle are shown in Figure 7.
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Environmental considerations
Figure 8: Relation between mining activities and its environmental impact
Phase

Description

Environmental Impact

Exploration

Drilling, workings, and drill

Destruction of vegetation

Exploitation

Different tasks: shots, tunnels, yards for
mineral deposits, material loading and
downloading zone

Tailings dam operations: drag
hazardous waste

Benefit

Concentration, Grinding and milling,
Pretreatments

Environment noise emission, vibrations,
and dust emissions

Smelting and refining

Production of metals and their alloys
(industrial furnaces use)

Air emissions, hazardous waste,
and wastewater

Wastewater discharge

Impurities removal in the metals to increase
the content law
Source: http://www2.ine.gob.mx/publicaciones/libros/372/fuentes.html

Mining is an important driver in the
country’s economical development,
supporting local communities
and regions, especially isolated
communities that have no other
substantial sources of income.
It is also one of the main activities
generating foreign exchange and
interaction between rural Mexico
and the international community.
Environmental and anthropological
concerns in mining began in the
early 1970s in Mexico. Before that,
the application of environmentally
-friendly activities and practices by
the companies and the society were
limited or even non-existent.
In recent years, different industrial
sectors have made a strong
commitment with the Federal
government to implement cleaner

production processes and new
technologies. Both the private and
public sectors are collaborating in
the development of environmental
specifications and criteria to improve
their operations’ efficiency with
Mexico’s Ministry of Environment and
Natural Resources (“SEMARNAT”).
Environmental Procedures and
Considerations for First-time Miners
in Mexico
Companies interested in the exploration,
exploitation and benefit of minerals
and substances require previous
authorization by SEMARNAT in matters
of environmental impact. Permits are
usually arranged by local “Gestores”
or intermediaries who usually charge
small fees to carry out the procedure.

In Mexico, plots of land have specific
uses and restrictions. Plots may be
registered as being for residential use,
commercial use, forest areas, mining
grounds, etc. Whenever a mining
activity is planned – and the category
assigned to the plot is not subject to
mining (usually forest, jungle or desert
habitat area) – a special procedure to
change the plot’s category is required
by SEMARNAT. This procedure is usually
carried out by environmental law firms
or consultants. The main environmental
impacts associated with mining
activities according to SEMARNAT
are shown in Figure 8.
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Sustainability opportunities
in the Mining sector

Over the years the mining industry
in Mexico has resulted in significant
environmental impact. The main impact
caused by the mining sector is: soil
destruction; gas emissions; wastewater;
hazardous waste; non-hazardous waste
and landscape change. As a result,
there is an ever-increasing need for
sustainable technologies and projects.
Starting with the administration of
ex-President Vicente Fox in 2000,
the government focus has been, and
will continue to be, towards more
sustainable practices.
Technological modernisation is
encouraged as well as the utilisation of
clean technologies in order to reduce
the pressure on natural resources,
to diminish negative impact on land
and water; reduce air pollution and
to increase the added value of the
economical activities7.
In order to foster the income of new
investments in small and medium

mining projects, the Ministry of
Economy enforces the “Portfolio of
Miner Projects” programme which
allows binding together small
exploration/exploitation concession
owners, landowners and mining
companies interested in investing in
Mexico. In 2007, this programme owned
a portfolio of 46 projects of metallic and
non-metallic minerals. Currently, this
portfolio increased to 62 projects with a
value of US$ 800 thousand8.
The Ministry of Economy (www.
economia.gob.mx) has released the
following projects to be implemented
over the next few years:
• T o generate and promote schemes
of risk capital for companies in the
exploration and extraction stages.
• To develop a supply chain to achieve
international competitiveness in the
sector.
• To offer sufficient finance to projects,
preferably long-term projects, focused

mainly on the small and medium
mining projects.
• To redevelop districts with a high
concentration of mines, and benefit
from nearby plants operating or
with the staggered suspension of
operations.
Government efforts in these projects
are concrete and visible. Goldcorp
Mexico’s Vice President, Salvador
García, mentioned in an interview
with ProMexico: “I can’t stress the
importance of this (cooperation of
all levels of government), because it
gives Goldcorp peace of mind. Mexico
has very clear-cut, well-established
tax regulations and the Ministry of
Economy has been very supportive.
Their Geological Services Division has
up-to-date stats on the whole country
and an ultra-modern data system, all
of which has been very helpful when
it comes to processing paperwork and
obtaining information.”
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Low carbon technologies for
the Mining sector in Mexico

Some of the most grievous effects of
non-sustainable mining are air pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions. The
Mexican private and public sectors
(driven by an increasingly aware
society) are now focusing towards
avoiding future negative impacts in
the country.
In this regard Mexico recently generated
the Climate Change Special Programme
(“PECC”, Programa Especial de Cambio
Climático) published in August 2009,
setting out a broad programme to
address the impacts of climate change
in Mexico and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions across all sectors.
Companies working in the application
of low-carbon technologies can obtain
carbon credit benefits. The Mexican
Carbon Fund (“FOMECAR”, Fondo
Mexicano de Carbono) is a non-profit
trust with the scope to provide technical
and financial support for companies
interested in applying or developing a
low-carbon technology.

The National Bank of Foreign Trade
Exterior (“Bancomext”, Banco Nacional
de Comercio Exterior, S.N.C.) offers
financing for sustainable projects
by contracting lines of credit with
multilateral agencies and development
banks, such as the Japan Bank for
International Cooperation (“JBIC”), the
German KfW Development Bank, and
the European Investment Bank (“EIB”),
among others.
FOMECAR service offerings include the
analysis of the project’s feasibility to
generate carbon bonds. The organism
examines the layout and analyses the
possibility of achieving set objectives.
Projects that do not comply are further
analysed to offer recommendations
on the possibility of developing and
registering a new methodology.

A second stage includes the progress
review made in terms of financial
management to implement the project;
such as determining the structure of
capital sources and/or the financing
needed to invest in the project.
Water management projects are
increasingly popular too, with the
large national and foreign companies
involving themselves more and
more in building water treatment
facilities, small dams, hydropower
facilities and general infrastructure for
sustainable consumption, additional
power generation and benefit of the
communities around them. Sustainable
project design and implementation is
not a particular expertise of national
companies, and foreign companies are
usually sought out for these projects.
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In general, energy consumption
reduction is a topic of interest to any
mining company; operating entities
in Mexico are no exception. There is
a niche of opportunity for developers
of sustainable energy solutions. Solar
panel fields, eolic turbine fields and
other solutions for reducing traditional
energy consumption are highly sought
after in the current context of increasing
energy costs.

To establish domestic support for
a low-carbon programme, Mexico’s
priority is to promote interventions that
have positive social and environmental
benefits. Examples are those with
positive environmental impact upon
the forestry sector and those that
reduce local air pollution, water
and energy consumption and health
impact upon residents and workers.
According to national government
statistics, the mining sector is the
principal channel for the planting
of new trees in the country.
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Why invest in Mexico?

Mexico is the
largest trading
nation in Latin
America (trading
about as much as
Brazil, Argentina,
Venezuela and
Chile combined).
A legal framework that fosters
productive investment and has very
clear operating rules and guidelines,
coupled with economical and political
stability make Mexico a top destination
for mining investment. The reasons
why private investors should consider
investing in Mexico are:

• G
 eographical: Mexico is at the
midpoint between North and
South America, as well as being
a direct neighbour of the US with
53 border crossings.
• Mexico has the second largest
network of Free Trade Agreements
(American, European and Asian
nations).
• Infrastructural advantages as per
National Infrastructure Plan (worth
US$ 226 billion).
• Largest trading nation in Latin
America (Mexico trades about as
much as Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela
and Chile combined).
• Skilled and competitive professionals:
productivity and quality levels rival
those of the US and other Western
economies.

• F ifty-third in the World Bank Ease
of Doing Business ranking.
• First Latin American country in the
OECD (only Chile is a member too).
• Regulatory and economic incentives,
provided in the respective laws and
regulations.
• Protection of foreign investment.
• Strong Intellectual Property legal
framework.
• Equal treatment among nationals
and foreigners is guaranteed.
• A country with low operational costs.
• Transparency and law enforcement.
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How UK Trade & Investment
can help

In England, UK Trade & Investment
provides support for UK companies
through a network of international trade
teams covering all English regions.

therefore reducing the cost of your
market research. UK Trade & Investment
can provide a variety of services prior to
you visiting Mexico:

UK Trade & Investment services are
also available to companies in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. As well
as providing general help and advice
on all aspects of exporting, the trade
teams run a range of roadshows,
seminars and other events on Mexico
and other markets. To find your nearest
international trade adviser, call
+44 (0)20 7215 8000 or enter your
postcode in the local trade teamfinder
at: www.ukti.gov.uk.

Market overview: Sector information
and statistics

There are also dedicated UK Trade &
Investment teams in Mexico that can
help British companies to do business
in Mexico. Where you feel that you need
assistance, UK Trade & Investment is
able to provide in-depth professional
advice services at heavily subsidised
rates. We can do much of this work
without you needing to be in Mexico,

Market analysis: Market information,
specific to your product or service:
analysis of competitors, the marketing
environment, opportunities, prospects
and evaluation of market entry
strategies.
Initial list of potential business contacts:
Tailored list of named individuals and
verified contact details, with brief pen
pictures; and generic market contacts
such as local chambers.

List of potential business partners:
List of named individuals and their
contact details; detailed pen pictures;
sectoral and market contacts, such
as local chambers and industry
associations; mailing of brochures;
visiting local contacts; and passing
on expressions of interest.
General local market introductions:
Introductions to other local market
contacts, decision-makers and opinionformers, such as local chambers of
commerce, UK and national trade
associations, importers’ associations
etc.
Additional in-depth assessment of
selected potential business partners:
Typically this would include information
on premises, for example warehousing
facilities, distribution and transport
networks, partnerships or relationships
with other businesses, local reputation,
bankers’ details and signposting to local
credit agencies.
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Ten top tips
1

Research and plan early

Is there a market there for you?
Is your competitive edge in the UK
transferable to Mexico?
Desk research via the internet, suppliers,
customers, trade associations, trade
journal editors and exhibition organisers
can be free of charge.

2

	Seek out early sources of
advice and expertise

This should save you time and money
on wasteful activity and help to mitigate
risk.

3

	Get in touch with a global
support network through UK
Trade & Investment

Find your local International Trade
Adviser and overseas-based trade
officer through www.ukti.gov.uk and
select “Export”.

4

Consider your pricing strategy

Pricing must be competitive – US dollar
or Mexican peso pricing is the norm.

5

	Think about language
implications

Make the effort to produce brochures
in Spanish – it makes a difference. Also
think about translation of parts of your
website.

6

	Think about cultural
implications

Make sure that your business cards are
up to date and any titles included –
Mexicans place a lot of importance on
titles and good quality business cards.
Take business suits – Mexicans
generally wear formal suits to all
meetings.
Try to visit Mexicans at their offices,
rather than invite them to your hotel.
Consider using the Export
Communications Review,
available at: www.ukti.gov.
uk/es_es/export/howwehelp/
exportcommunicationsreview.html.

7

Think about your strategy

It is often beneficial to have a local
partner or local presence. Think about
your strategy – can your business
model support margin reduction or
transfer of intellectual property?

8

	Arrange a programme of visits
in the market

If you are new to business in Mexico,
it is strongly advisable to arrange a
programme of meetings through the
local UK Trade & Investment office or
other local contacts prior to travel.
In planning your itinerary, allow time
at the end of your stay in Mexico to pay
a second visit to those potential clients
who have asked you to come back and
see them again.
Be prepared to socialise and do working
lunches. Do not over-cram your time
with meetings.
Allow plenty of time between meetings,
as the larger cities can get very
congested with traffic.

9

	Take part in a guided
market visit

To take advantage of travel grants,
local contacts, experienced mission
leaders and business networking,
why not consider joining a groupsupported market visit with UK Trade
& Investment? Details are available at:
www.ukti.gov.uk.

10

Follow up

Don’t forget to follow up and don’t let
the contacts go cold.
Stay in touch with your Mexican
contact/partner; don’t let relationships
drift, and make sure that you visit the
market regularly.
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i
Contact us
For further information on exporting,
contact your local UKTI International
Trade Adviser on our website:
http://www.ukti.gov.uk
UK Trade & Investment is the
Government Department that helps
UK-based companies succeed in the
global economy. We also help overseas
companies bring their high-quality
investment to the UK’s dynamic
economy acknowledged as Europe’s
best place from which to succeed in
global business.
UK Trade & Investment offers expertise
and contacts through its extensive
network of specialists in the UK, and in
British embassies and other diplomatic
offices around the world. We provide
companies with the tools they require to
be competitive on the world stage.

UK Trade & Investment is responsible for
the delivery of the Solutions for Business
product “Helping Your Business Grow
Internationally.” These “solutions”
are available to qualifying businesses,
and cover everything from investment
and grants through to specialist advice,
collaborations and partnerships.
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